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                ECE 5 134 Summer 20 20 Midterm 2 Test Due Aug. 12, Monday   1. (20) Use the beam theory, design a clamp -clamped silicon beam (with distributed load) that has a first  mode resonant frequency (Eigenfrequency) of 2 0 kHz. Verify your design by COMSOL simulation .  2. (40) Design a single -axis capacitive accelerometer with the following requirement s:   Initial sensing capacitance: 100 fF; assuming the sensing element has a parasitic capacitance of  50 fF.   A mo dulation scheme of 3 V is used for the sensing circuit.   Mechanical sensitivity: 30 mV/g;   Self -test comb drives are included and they are parallel to the sensing comb fingers. Th e initial  driving capacitance: 2 0 fF;   The structure is polysilicon and has a universal thickness of 5 µm.    The sensor is packa ged in ambient (air as media) .   A quality factor of 4 is assumed for the entire structure.   The accelerometer is intended to be used under 2 kHz.  1) Perform first -order calculations necessary to the design;  2) Estimate the mechanical resolution of the acceleromet er.  3) Verify the design using COMSOL simulation. Check the displacement of the proof mass  under a 5 g acceleration.  4) Estimate the pull -in voltage for the driving combs.  You may refer to the typical single -axis accelerometer structure shown below. Note an  acc elerometer normally features a complete (common -centroid) symmetry .   Proof mass Driving (self -test ) combs Sensing combs Spring Anchor x y 3. (20) Consider the following pie zoresistive accelerometer made of silicon. It consist s of a flexure  spring (cantilever) of 10 m thick, 1000 µm long and 100 µm wide; an d a proof mass of (W x L x H  = 50 0 µm x 400µm x 500 µm). The acceleration is sensed by a piezoresistor located at the end of the  cantilever spring, as shown in the top view of the structure in the figure.  1) To obtain a maximum response, should n -type or p -type silicon be used for the piezoresistor? To  have the smallest TCR (temperature coefficient of resistance), estimate the doping concentration of the piezoresistor.  2) Assume the substrate is (100) silicon, how do you align the piezoresistor to have maximum sensitivity?  3) Assuming th e piezoresistor has an initial resistance of 5 k Ω, calculate the resistance change when  the accelerometer is subject to an acceleration of 10 g?  4. (20) A PZT -5 piezoelectric force sensor has the following configuration. The relative dielectric  constant of PZT -5 is εr = 1100. The cantilever substrate is (100) s ilicon with a uniform cross -sectional  area of A = 10 µm 2. The PZT -5 thickness is tpiezo .  1) If a force F is applied in the direction as shown in the figure, derive the expression of the  sensitivity of the sensor, i.e., the o utput voltage from the two electrod es sandwiching the  piezoelectric material , vs. the applied force F.  2) If the force is applied downward in –z direction at the tip of the cantilever, by neglecting the  length of the piezoelectric layer, check how the sensitivity changes. Cross -sectional view  along the cantilever  Top view  Piezoresistors  Flexure spring  Proof mass  Substrate  y(2 )  x(1)  z(3)  F  Lpiez Lbeam  PZT -5            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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